
FREN 1020
Pop Quiz #4

• Please take a sheet a paper (or I can give you 
one)

• Put your name at the top 

• I will show you each question for 30 seconds

• You just have to write the answer

•  multiple choice: write the letter

• words/sentences: please write clearly

• if you’re not sure, please guess!


• There are extra credit questions

• At the end, I’ll show each question again for 10 
seconds so you can check your work.


• Bonne chance !

Question 1:

1) What is one main focus for this chapter? (Choose 
one) 

a) The French-speaking world: countries, music, 
culture, etc. 

b) The most popular careers in France 

c) I don’t remember but don’t want to leave it blank…
I’ll guess c even though I’m sure it’s wrong.

Question 2:

2) Choose the right preposition for these sentences. 
You just need to write the preposition. 

a) J’habite _______ Memphis. (à, en)  

b) Christophe arrive _______ France ce soir. (de, du)  

c) Le Québec se trouve _______ Canada. (au, aux) 

d) Ma famille vient _______ États-Unis. (d’, des) 

Question 3:

3) Today, you were supposed to read pages about which 
one of these things? (Choose one) 

a) interrogative pronouns (qui, que, quand, où, 
pourquoi) 

b) comparatives & superlatives (plus que, le plus, etc.) 

c) the typical routine of a French college student 
(dormir, manger, boire, etc.) 



Question 4:

4) Rewrite this sentence using a pronoun for the 
underlined part: 

Je vais à La Nouvelle-Orléans. ->  

________________________________________ 

(= I go there)

Question 5:

5) What does the adjective « francophone » refer to? 
Choose the best answer: 

a) a place where French is spoken 
b) a person who speaks French 
c) both a and b 
d) the first telephone, which was invented in France 
by Louis Franc.

BONUS QUESTIONS — Get extra credit!

6) What are the four cardinal directions in French? Either 
draw a compass and label it in French, or write the 
English direction and French equivalent.

BONUS QUESTIONS — Get extra credit!

7) What do you remember specifically about Tiken Jah 
Fakoly, the singer we saw & heard on YouTube Friday, or 
French musiques du monde in general? Write up to 3 
facts. 



BONUS QUESTIONS — Get extra credit!

8) Besides France, list up to 6 French speaking countries/
places (cities, regions, countries). Full credit if you write 
them in French, or half credit for English.


